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Legend
All
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Top 5 Competencies

Technical Expertise 63%

Technical Lead - Leadership 60%

PO Confidence (in Team) 60%

Happiness 57%

Collaboration 57%

Lowest 5 Competencies

Time to Market 32%

Management - Leadership 34%

Develop People 34%

Process Improvement - Management 34%

Quarterly/ Roadmap 37%

5 Highest Consensus Competencies

Predictable Delivery 100%

Response to Change 92%

Develop People 90%

Time to Market 90%

Quality 90%

5 Lowest Consensus Competencies

Collaboration 50%

Creativity & Innovation 50%

Goals & Outcomes 50%

Impediment Management 60%

Technical Lead - Leadership 60%
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Growth Plan

Category Title Owner Status Target Date Priority Size
Organizational Training for Agile Leaders Krishna Chaitanya Done Very

High
8

As a leader in an Agile organization, I want training  so that I can understand and put in to practice agile leadership principles and
practices.

• There will be a series of agile leadership courses (on-line and in person) aimed at providing the basics, all the way to
advanced concepts starting in Q3.

• Agile coaches will be on hand to provide guidance

Team How we handle unexpected work Peter Greene,
Satish Jain

Done High 5

As a team, we need to have specific guidelines and best practices in place for handling unexpected work, so that a precedent is not set
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Notes

Clarity

Vision
I think as a whole we could be a lot better here. We have goals, but for the most part it's just get whatever needs to be fixed, fixed -
then work on the backlog.

I believe product has a clear vision that was communicated from the beginning, but I think UX vision is unclear and causes a lot of
direction changes.

Roles
Not sure what a generalizing specialist is - or at least I didn't know until the facilitator explained it today. We don't do this.

I think we understand and would embrace 'generalizing specialist' practices, but I don't know that we've had a ton of opportunity to
try them because we seem to have broken stories down in such a way and allocated work to sprints in such a way (sometimes we're
not busy enough) that we haven't needed to.

I feel that some of the tasks have been broken down into expertise areas that help the team move the task along quicker. This can
pidgeon hole some teammates into their strong areas. However, I've never heard someone say "not my task"

Everyone knows what to do and everyone stays in their lane :-)
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Roles
I've heard the term "generalizing specialist" but we in no, way, shape or form do that here.

As a QA I have stepped in many times recently to assist with some basic development work when the team has needed it. The team
sees value in possessing knowledge and skills associated with the various roles.

We've had some meetings around becoming generalizing specialists and we are discussing how this will work moving forward.

Planning
While the short term for the team is great, based on uncertainty moving away of the project, mid/long term planning is all
unknown/worrisome

We seem to get sidetracked with issues that surface but we are seeing some light at the end of the tunnel.

We have a plan for the work. But then something happens with a deployment or an issue arises in production or QA and we have to
all jump in to fix it. We almost need a team of folks to just focus on these emergencies so we can focus on working the backlog.

1. There have been several emergencies that prevent the team from completing the tasks
2. Too many time new features are groomed quickly during a sprint and forced in with lack of clarity.

Things seem to change a lot because we're asked to address a lot of emergencies.

Our backlog wasn't really kept in priority order, instead it gets prioritized right before sprint planning.

The current "every day is a fire drill" bit is getting old. Everything we so carefully plan is rapidly thrown out the door.
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Culture

Team Dynamics
There does seem to be some issues with experimenting and allowing for that. I think there's currently a lot of change going on so
maybe they just kind of want to keep it simple for now.

We're not going to have big group hugs anytime soon, but we are talking openly about resolving issues and getting input from not
just the team but others outside the team. I like where this is going.

I think as a team we are all there for each other. We're not given a lot of leeway though.

I love our team dynamic, I trust and respect everyone on this team. I know when things are promised they'll get delivered, and that
they will be professionally done.

Outside of work expectations, I like to thing that we are like a family, we don't always agree but when we do we talk about it,
address the differences and make plans around them.

Foundation

Agility
We've done one retro in the 8 months I've been here. The key work here is "inconsistent". Nothing happens according to plan.

Retros are held - not a lot of follow-up or follow-through on any of the discoveries made.
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Agility
We had a retro when I started about a year ago and that was about the last one we had. Not sure if anything was followed up on or
not.

The largest weakness in Agility is the html5 environment. Integration and Deployment is a constant source of frustration between
broken builds, deployment failures and the frequent down-time of the environment.

Team Structure
We were definitely working at a sustainable pace and had good work/life balance, but unfortunately it's because we often didn't
really have enough work to fill sprint capacity.

We've got talent but we're not located in a place where we can easily get together and work.

A lot of the team has moved to a shared space. We still have a few that have yet to move as they are currently shared resources.

Leadership

Product Owner
I think we've has done a great job of expanding the role and providing some direction on what's expected. There is definitely room
for growth here.

I think the PO's are just inconsistent with how stories come to us and what's included. It's like they never received training on what
was expected of them,.
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Product Owner
I think she does a fantastic job of trying to negotiate everyone's expectations; I don't know how she keeps her cool sometimes!
There are times when she is not as decisive as I think she could be, as fast as she could be, because she is trying "too hard" to
make sure EVERYONE is comfortable with her decisions. Our user stories were a frustration on this project. More because our
analyst, not our PO, was very opinionated about how they were written and very resistant to changing them (even just rewording
them for clarity).

Having a dedicated PO to our process has been by and large the biggest jump we've made. We're seeing huge improvements in
business to tech relations!

In the past few sprints we have taken features from the backlog and tried to put them in at the last minute. This has been very
frustrating for the team as the detail have not been fully discussed and understood.

Team Facilitator
Krishna has really done a great job with the training he's received. I know that this is something he'll continue to excel at.

Krishna is growing and maturing in the role of Scrum Master for the team.

I think Krishna does a nice job for the most part. We have some strong personalities on the team that he probably needs to control a
little better.

I have nothing but the highest praise, especially when we see the other side of the coin frequently, from other teams facilitators.

I feel like this is really improving! Krishna has done a great job being organized and being the teams human shield :-).
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Technical Lead(s)
We've begun grooming the process of grooming with Satish so he has the functional knowledge - then in turn he relays what needs
to be done technically to our off-shore tech lead. This has been a dramatic improvement from where we are at before when we were
grooming with Satish and then with off-shore. This is more streamlined and effective for all impacted parties.

Again, only the highest praise

I am unaware of what our technical lead plans ahead for, however he is very aware of the current situations and is knowledgeable.

Satish is someone we all look up to. He's a really smart guy and a great leader on the team. I think he's pulled in way too many
directions to be effective in helping us work through some of the trickier issues and has no time to coach.

Satish does a good job helping out and providing solid direction. Still a little rigid in terms of trying new things out.

Management
...getting better. Could be EVEN better.

There is definitely a feeling I get that there is distrust. Addi seems to be holding on to what her role was before and I think it's
changed from managing widgets to developing people and taking care of issues.

Addi always makes time for me!

Performance
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Confidence
We have a GREAT team! We want to make a difference but it has been hard since a lot of us are new to Agile and the tools we're
using.

We have a lot of bright and very talented folks on this team. I think now it's getting everything figured out in terms of what works
and what doesn't work. The team needs time to train, learn and then implement.

At times it appears that the product owner does not seems to know what the overall vision of the final product should be and is
easily swayed by various opinions. Sometimes appears to allow other people to make the decision for her.

Our team consistently reaches our goals

We need some help with the new tools like TFS. We also need to educate our PO's on the right way to write a story. We don't do a lot
of the things that were talked about in the initial Agile training like managing technical debt or creating a definition of done. The
concepts are vague and we don't usually get any good acceptance criteria.

The team has done a magnificent job of adapting to the needs of the business!

Measurements
I think leadership does a good job tracking and communicating measurements, but I don't think they are used effectively to keep us
on track/manage scope changes.

Our team is very responsive to our product owners priorities and willing to change work load to meet them. Product owner has been
very happy with our teams productivity and meeting changing adaptablility
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Strengths
The team works well together and interacts effectively.

The teams has a top strength of being very versatile and delivers on it's commitments. We have often changed courses midstream
as project priorities changed or requirements were reworked and were successful in meeting new tasks on time for each sprint.
When stories were moved to future sprints they were picked up and worked to completion with the newly added content and UX
requirements

Teammembers work well together and get along well. Everyone has a healthy sense of humor as well as a good work ethic. The
team quickly learned the technology(ies) and successfully contributed to their first project, and they should be very proud of their
efforts! There are tons of great ideas on this team for the way they organize their work and team process - they do not wait to be
'told' what or how to do anything - they take initiative, figure out a good way to do things, try it, and then adapt it if it needs
improvement.

Lots more engagement this quarter!

The team stretched themselves by taking on the remote work so they could create a full piece of functionality. They really rose to
the challenge. As with anything new there was a learning curve but the end results were successful. They should continue to stretch
themselves in this way. The more a team can tackle all layer the more self sufficient and efficient they become.

I think everyone wants to do a good job.

The team has a strong desire to be the best they can be. There is also a lot of experience on the team.
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Growth Opportunities
The team stretched themselves by taking on the remote work so they could create a full piece of functionality. They really rose to
the challenge. As with anything new there was a learning curve but the end results were successful. They should continue to stretch
themselves in this way. The more a team can tackle all layer the more self sufficient and efficient they become.

We need to be trained on the new systems we're using like VSTS or TFS.

Training. As a leader in the organization I know all to well that during this transition we've struggled in allowing the team to take
time to learn and experiment. They've been thrown in the deep end and told to swim.

From what I see, last minute UX changes mid sprint have been a barrier and is something as a team we still work through. The late
breaking changes have added a lot of unnecessary confusion. Despite that this team really comes through to do all they can but are
equally good at communicating when those changes cannot be consumed in the sprint...as they should.

Could stand to start trying some experiments with solutions. Need to get better about feeling empowered. Not sure how to do this?

I think we need more cross training on the remote side of the application which reduce the bottle neck. Having more people with full
stack knowledge will tremendously increase productivity.

The team stretched themselves by taking on the remote work so they could create a full piece of functionality. They really rose to
the challenge. As with anything new there was a learning curve but the end results were successful. They should continue to stretch
themselves in this way. The more a team can tackle all layer the more self sufficient and efficient they become.
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Impediments
Time. We are experiencing a higher than normal influx of needed improvements to the platform and because we are experiencing
this growth - it's been all hands on deck so for the most part we're unable to predict the work because there are so many unknowns.
We need to work toward figuring this out.

From what I see, last minute UX changes mid sprint have been a barrier and is something as a team we still work through. The late
breaking changes have added a lot of unnecessary confusion. Despite that this team really comes through to do all they can but are
equally good at communicating when those changes cannot be consumed in the sprint...as they should.

I think time to learn all of the new stuff plus giving us the time to learn it. We have a major emergency daily. It would be nice if we
sat close to each other. People are also REALLY burned out.

The majority of issues we have faced are either environmental (rolling out too many teams where deployments often break) or
product (lack of overall product unification or vision) related.

Most of the impediments were items out of the teams control. Environment issues

While we see more leadership around - they rarely interact with the teams. I think it would be helpful if there were more face time
even if it was to stop by and say hi.


